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A NEW COMPANY WITH A UNIQUE ENGINEERING TEAM

Innovation and technology leadership for Industry 4.0

2.555 Engineers

Hardware Software
Field

Rich innovation ecosystem

• Solution architects
• Software development

• Embedded
• Cloud

• IT services
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KEY INNOVATIONS FUELING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Everything cloud connected
& massive data creation

Edge Computing,
Edge storage & analytics

AI, machine Learning
Autonomous devices

Edge virtualization, 
Device management, security
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THE EDGE COMPUTING GROWING IMPORTANCE

Sensors & Machines Cloud Data Centers

On premise Cloudlets

Ownership

Network bandwidth

Latency

Software Defined Machines

AI,  Edge analytics 

CostSecurity

Standardization

Gateways, 
Edge Computers & Servers

Edge Computing
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KONTRON EDGE COMPUTING INNOVATIONS

On-Premise Cloud

Edge Servers

Edge Computers

IoT Gateways
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OPEN SOURCE  SOFTWARE FOR EDGE COMPUTING
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TSN & OPC-UA LEADERSHIP

Disruptive technology for real-time edge computing and autonomous devices

New hardware and software product line

Customers opportunities: automation, automotive, defense
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Adding useful software to Edge hardware

EDGE DEVICE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES

A mandatory requirement for any large scale IoT project

Integrated in all Kontron-S&T products

Product lifecycle management

Auto-provisioning Digital twins

Security

IT proven standards

New OT networks security

Software deployment

Software containerization technics

Edge computing Apps framework
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AT A GLANCE

Faster Time to Market and lower Investment for our Customer’s IoT deployments

Customization out of the standard toolbox tailored to your needs

End-to-end

On-premise / Edge computing

Edge Analytics & AI

Advanced management

Business model
 SaaS and/or PaaS pay per use
 Software customization Services
 Indirect hardware revenues boost

Achievements
 Launch @EW18 in March 18
 Microsoft innovation partnership
 1st customer pilot end of June 18

Next steps
 Launch for US @ENVISION in Sep. 18
 Field deployment EOY18, early 19
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UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

SUSiEtec Offer Unique Selling Point

End-to-end integrated
Quick, Simple, Affordable

One-stop-shop, quick results, low initial investment

Customizable
Adapt to your problems and your environment

Brownfield support

Edge computing
Performance, Reduced TCO, Data Ownership 

Process and filter data at edge,
keep data locally when desired

Cloud or On-premise Independence

Containerized edge runtime
Device management, Security

Edge apps deployment

Lean, Agile Project, DevOps
Quick-Wins

Low risk, Low initial investment
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Improve
efficiency

Aftersales 
services

Resource 
consumption, 

yield

Asset

utilization 

Labor 
efficiency

Inventories 
optimization

Product 
quality and 

performance

Demand and 
supply 

forecast

Time to 
market

simulation

SUSIETEC USE CASES FOR INDUSTRY 4.0
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 Remote monitoring dashboards: Robot arm torque | Heatmap of most stressful positions

CASE STUDY 1: WAREHOUSE ROBOT OEM

SQL - 1 day

Stand 
05.07.2018

Benefits
 Predictive maintenance service

 Stock optimization service App

 Remote monitoring
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CASE STUDY 2 : RETAIL REFRIGERATOR MAINTENANCE

Service-to-go cloud 
application

Benefits
 15% efficiency gain on maintenance service

 Fully integrated service (portal, ERP, CRM)

 Remote condition monitoring
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EDGE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ACCELERATION (AI)

GPU, FPGA, Neural Network 
processors

Edge Analytics

Robots, AGV

Tools

AI framework

AI Libraries

Integration in Kontron‘s
Edge products



AI FOR AUTONOMOUS DEVICES

 High performance AI platforms and modules

 For professional vehicles, AGV, drones, ADAS car prototypes (US and China lead customers)

 Based on Intel
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WE INNOVATE TO BETTER SUPPORT CUSTOMERS 
IN THEIR DIGITALIZATION JOURNEY

Thank you!
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DISCLAIMER

This document includes 'forward-looking statements'. Forward-looking statements are all statements, which do not describe facts of the past, but containing the words "believe", "estimate",
"expect", "anticipate", "assume", "plan", "intend", "could", and words of similar meaning. These forward-looking statements are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties since they relate to
future events and are based on current assumptions and estimates of S&T AG, which might not occur at all or occur not as assumed. They therefore do not constitute a guarantee for the
occurrence of future results or performances of S&T AG. The actual financial position and the actual results of S&T AG, as well as the overall economic development and the regulatory environment
may differ materially from the expectations, which are assumed explicitly or implicitly in the forward-looking statements and do not comply to them. Analysts and investors, and any other person or
entity that may need to take decisions, or prepare or release opinions about the shares / securities issued by S&T AG are cautioned not to place undue reliance on those forward-looking
statements, which speak only as of the date of this document. Past performance cannot be relied upon as a guide to future performance.

Except as required by applicable law, S&T AG undertakes no obligation to revise these forward-looking statements to reflect events and circumstances after the date of this presentation, including,
without limitation, changes in S&T’s business or strategy or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. The financial information and opinions contained in this document are unaudited and
are subject to change without notice. This document contains summarized information or information that has not been audited. In this sense, this information is subject to, and must be read in
conjunction with, all other publicly available information, including if it is necessary, any fuller disclosure document published by S&T AG. None of the Company, its subsidiaries or affiliates or by any
of its officers, directors, employees, advisors, representatives or agents shall be liable whatsoever for any loss however arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of this document its content or
otherwise arising in connection with this document.

This document or any of the information contained herein do not constitute, form part of or shall be construed as an offer or invitation to purchase, subscribe, sale or exchange, nor a request for an
offer of purchase, subscription, sale or exchange of shares / securities of S&T AG, or any advice or recommendation with respect to such shares / securities. This document or a part of it shall not
form the basis of or relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.

This document does not constitute an offer to purchase securities in the United States, Canada, Australia, South Africa and Japan. Securities, including the bond of S&T AG may not be sold or
offered for sale within the United States or to or for the account of / in favor of US citizens (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 in the current version (the "Securities
Act") unless they are registered under the regulations of the Securities Act or unless they are subject to an exemption from registration. Neither S&T AG nor any other person intend to register the
offer or a part thereof in the United States or to make a public offer of the securities in the United States.


